The Smokehouse Story ~ March 2018
On property purchased in 2012 by Chatham
County for the construction of a new Agriculture
and Conference Center was a smokehouse.
Research suggests that the smokehouse was
built in the mid-1800s and was part of the
“Kentucky” property owned by Frederick Jones
Hill, a Cape Fear planter, physician and
legislator whose family owned several elaborate
summer homes in and around Pittsboro. Before
the purchase by the county, the property had
remained in the family since before 1825.

While most of the structures from the homestead
had deteriorated or been demolished, the
smokehouse was largely intact. Like most
working structures, materials had been replaced
and repaired over time, but the building retained
interesting features, such as the system of pegs
in the ceiling from which meats would have been
hung.

Above, the smokehouse in 2014,
before land clearing and
construction of the Ag Center
began.
Right, peg system in smokehouse
ceiling.

Sill detail from the smokehouse.

Smokehouse door detail showing unusual
diamond pattern where supports are
nailed to the door.

Moving day—December 2014. To save the structure, the Chatham County Historical
Association elected to move the structure from the property and store it while the Ag Center
was being built. The County Commissioners approved the CCHA request to return the
smokehouse to the property after the Ag Center was constructed to serve as a reminder of
Chatham County’s rich agricultural past.

Assessment of the structure indicated that some materials would have to be replaced.
With the support of generous donors and dedicated volunteers, CCHA obtained new
materials and established a partnership with the Central Carolina Community College
to organize a hands-on course in historic building techniques. In the winter and early
spring of 2017, students in the CCCC course and CCHA volunteers worked to create
replacement parts for the smokehouse.

CCHA volunteer Ray Carney,
left, devoted his considerable
talents and much time to the
project.
Below, students at work.

In March of 2017, the site in the
courtyard of the new Agriculture and
Conference Center was prepared for
the smokehouse foundation.
Kenneth Crabtree, below, makes
pegs for the smokehouse
reconstruction.

In 2018, on-site reconstruction of the
smokehouse, using both old and new
materials began, with volunteers
supplying the skills and labor.

Above, work in progress.
Right, the smokehouse in March 2018,
showing rafters for hip roof. Deconstruction
of the structure indicated that the original
roof was of this type and that the gable
roof was a more recent replacement.

The smokehouse—


Was discovered when the county bought a 99 acre Pittsboro property for the Agriculture
and Conference Center.



Was located about 50 yards from where it is being reconstructed in the Ag Center
courtyard.



Was the only surviving structure from a once-prosperous homestead settled before 1825.



Was built for function—a working structure, clearly repaired over time, possibly with
materials recycled from other buildings.



Has a well-preserved original system of pegs used to hang meat and unusual decorative
detail on the door.



Had a fieldstone fire pit discovered under a more recent concrete floor.



Measures 10.5’ square; approximately 25’ high at roof apex. The sills are hewn logs with
mortised and tenoned corner supports.



Was rescued from the construction site by CCHA, which championed the idea of saving
the structure and provided volunteer labor and funds for the reconstruction.



Is being reconstructed using original materials when possible, though replacement of sills
and some siding was required.



Utilizes replacement parts constructed by a collaborative effort involving CCHA volunteers
and the Central Carolina Community College sustainable construction unit.



Deconstruction of the structure revealed that the original roof was a hip roof, which
CCHA’s reconstruction will replicate.



Was deconstructed and reconstructed by volunteers, whose time, talents and energy
made the project possible. Thank you volunteers!



Was funded by donations and CCHA funds. Thank you donors!



Will preserve a reminder of a time-honored agricultural tradition on property that can be
enjoyed by all.

Special Thanks
to these

Donors and Volunteers
for their support of this important project

The James Milton & Laura Blair Johnson Trust
Chatham County Farm Bureau
Eddie Thomas - Earl Thomas Grading
Chandler Concrete of Pittsboro
Pam Herndon – State Farm Insurance
Hobbs Architects
Horizons Renovations
Frieda Lin – Beautiful Skin for Life
Jennifer Platt - Tick Warriors
Virlie’s Grill
Weaver Street Realty
CCCC Historic Restoration Class
Miki Adams - Cliff Beasley - Ray and Janet Carney - Kenneth Crabtree
Forest Hazel - Marshall and Jane Hinnant - Grimsley and Dottie Hobbs
Kay Judge - Linda and Kirk McNaughton – Gil McNeill – Ruth Moose - Barbara Pugh
Lee Sullivan - Paul Webb - Jim and Beverly Wiggins
Brenda Fuquay Chappell in memory of Lindley Bryan Fuquay
And others who donated items for our fundraiser or volunteered their time on the
project.

There’s still time to be a part of the story! Donate today!

